Catnapp Technical Rider 2018/2019
Please read this Rider carefully!

Soundcheck

One hour for Setup and Soundcheck.

STAGE / RISERS / TABLES

A secure and vibration free stage protected with crash barriers and security must be
provided. Catnapp needs a table of min. 2,0m x 1m for the artists equipment to be
placed at center stage. If there is a DJ-Booth, Catnapp ́s table has to be set up in front
of it. Please make sure Catnapp has enough space to move around and in front of the
table comfortably.

FOH SOUND

The PA system obviously depends on the venue size and layout, however a sufficient
and well maintained PA should be supplied to give a good, clear, full-range (20Hz 18KHz) reproduction to all audience areas. It should be a professional 3 or 4 way active
system capable of producing at least 105 dbA at FOH position and consist of no less
than 1500W per 100 audience members. It must be able to reproduce sub frequencies
loud enough for dance music.

MONITOR SOUND

Please provide a fully functional high quality stereo monitor system! prefered systems:
– l ́acoustic: XT115 hiQ tops with SB18 subs and adequate amping
– d&b audio: M4 tops with B4 Subs and adequate amping or similar Setup that is
capable of producing at least 105 dbA distortion free on Stage.

POWER REQUIREMNTS

Please provide 6xSchuko Sockets 220240VV Transformers must be provided to enable
the running of 220/240 volt powered back-line where local mains voltage is not 220/240
volt. Any transformers must be grounded! Adaptors should also be provided to convert
from local mains sockets to EU Schuko (European) style sockets.

BACKLINE

4 x DI-passive 1 x Shure 58 Beta wireless microphone with receiver to be connected to
catnapp ́s soundcard 1 x XLR-Cable 3m 1 x Microphonestand with Clamp for the
wireless microphones

INPUTLIST Catnapp

1. laptop L 2. laptop R 3. vocals L 4. vocals R
Inputs 3 & 4 (vocals) must always be +3 db than Inputs 1 & 2 (laptop).

Any Questions please contact our Soundengineer
Felix Zoepf sound@modeselektor.com
+49(0)176-42215492

